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BACKGROUND 
 
The Coordinating Board for Higher Education discharges its responsibility for coordinating, reviewing, 
and approving proposed new degree programs by the authority given in §§ 173.005 and 173.030, 
RSMo. The process for reviewing new degree program proposals is codified in administrative rule 6 
CSR 10-4.010 Submission of Academic Information, Data and New Programs.  
 
A comprehensive review of a program is triggered by the presence of one or more of the following 
criteria:  

• The institution will incur substantial costs to launch and sustain the program;  
• The program includes offering degrees at the baccalaureate level or higher that fall within the 

Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) code of 14, Engineering;  
• The program is outside an institution’s CBHE-approved mission;  
• The program will include the offering of a doctoral degree (applicable only to non-University of 

Missouri institutions); or  
• The program will include the offering of an education specialist degree.  

 
For community colleges proposing to offer a bachelor’s degree, the following additional criteria is 
required, as outlined in §163.191(1), RSMo:  

Community college course offerings shall generally lead to the granting of certificates, diplomas, or 
associate degrees, and may include baccalaureate degrees only when authorized by the coordinating 
board for higher education in circumstances where the level of education required in a field for 
accreditation or licensure increases to the baccalaureate degree level or, in the case of applied 
bachelor’s degrees, the level of education required for employment in a field increases to that level, 
and when doing so would not unnecessarily duplicate an existing program, collaboration with a 
university is not feasible or the approach is not a viable means of meeting the needs of students and 
employers, and the institution has the academic and financial capacity to offer the program in a high-
quality manner. 

The comprehensive review process is triggered for this proposal because the proposed program falls 
outside of the community college’s CBHE-approved mission to offer baccalaureate degrees in Missouri 
without the express approval of the CBHE. Also of note, the Commission on Accreditation for 
Respiratory Care (CoARC) is currently no longer accepting applications for new programs in respiratory 
therapy at the associate degree level as of January 1, 2018, and the profession plans to move the entry 
level of the profession to the bachelor’s degree by 2030. 

CURRENT STATUS 

Metropolitan Community College's initial request was submitted as part of a joint proposal representing 
eight Missouri community colleges submitted to the CBHE for review in September 2020. The CBHE 
requested additional information from institutions, asking them to specify which were seeking to offer 
the RT degree individually versus those seeking to offer the degree as part of a consortia arrangement. 
Metropolitan Community College is proposing to individually offer the Bachelor of Applied Science in 

https://revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=173.005
https://revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=173.030
https://revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=173.030
https://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/adrules/csr/current/6csr/6c10-4.pdf
https://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/adrules/csr/current/6csr/6c10-4.pdf
https://revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=163.191
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Respiratory Therapy [Attachment A] and has submitted the attached additional documents to be 
included as part of its Phase I application for comprehensive review. For transparency, public comment 
has been solicited for 20 working days, through November 18, 2020. Any public comments received 
will be provided to the CBHE at its next regularly scheduled meeting.   

The proposal seeks to establish a new program at Metropolitan Community College, to be offered in 
their existing Health Sciences Institute [Attachment B]. Metropolitan Community College states it is 
uniquely positioned as a Missouri Innovation Campus, and is focused on providing educational 
opportunities in high demand areas in partnership with K-12 and business/healthcare industries in the 
region. The attached documentation provides the additional requested information regarding regional 
need [Attachment C], programmatic cost, accreditation, and institutional capacity, including letters of 
support [Attachments D, E]. Also attached is an email from the University of Missouri-Kansas City 
declining an opportunity to collaborate with Metropolitan Community College [Attachment F]. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommend the Coordinating Board approve Metropolitan Community College to move to Phase 
II review.  

ATTACHMENTS 

A. Metropolitan Community College Proposal 
B. Health Sciences Institute Instructional Suites 
C. Regional Need Report 
D. Medical Letters of Support 
E. Missouri Innovation Campus Letter of Support 
F. UMKC Email  
G. Metropolitan Community College Phase I Checklist 
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Part I:  Rationale for Proposal     

The mission statement for Metropolitan Community College (MCC) is “Preparing Students, 

Serving Communities and Creating Opportunities.”  The MCC proposal for a baccalaureate 

program for Respiratory Care Practitioners (RCP’s) fully aligns with our  District mission since 

there is a gap in the Kansas City community for training in respiratory therapy.   MCC is 

committed to preparing the future students who will serve the community as healthcare 

professionals on the front line. The respiratory therapy program will create opportunities for 

the citizens in the Kansas City region by advancing education and creating a livable wage for 

participants.  As respiratory therapy needs have increased with the spread of COVID, now more 

than ever, the community college mission of access and workforce training becomes 

necessary.  The need for a baccalaureate program for RCP’s has grown significantly, both 

nationally and locally, and MCC is passionate about serving our community by creating this 

opportunity to prepare our students for a career in this field.   In addition to the 

recommendation from the national respiratory care professional organizations for a 

requirement of a Bachelor of Science degree for credentialing, the recent COVID health 

pandemic has now moved the nation into a more urgent state for providing training in 

Respiratory Care.  The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that the demand for respiratory 

therapists will grow 21% from 2018 to 2028.   Additionally, the Missouri Economic Research and 

Information Center (MERIC) reports that healthcare is the top industry in the state and that the 

demand for qualified healthcare providers outpaces supply.   The projected possibility of long-

term, post-COVID respiratory illnesses has further increased the need.  In addition to the 

demand for new professionals in this field, there will be large numbers of current Respiratory 

Care Practitioners who will need the additional education to meet the new baccalaureate 

degree requirements.  This will create new demand for education and training in the respiratory 

care field.  The Jobs eQ Occupation Report from the Spring of 2020 (Attachment A) documents 

the need for Respiratory Therapists.  MCC has had many conversations with area K-12 partners 

who have expressed enthusiastic support for the program.  An example of that support is 

provided in a letter from Dr. Jeremy Bonnesen, the principal and director of the Missouri 

Innovation Campus (MIC) program (Attachment B).  The MIC serves thousands of Kansas City 

area high school and adult students in their mission of providing career based educational 

opportunities for students and will be an excellent partner for MCC in this endeavor.  With a 

new class cohort allowance of 27 students, growing to 108 students in the program overall after 

four years, there will be a vibrant and continual applicant and graduate base for the program.  

 

Part II: Evidence of feasibility in collaboration with other institutions 

There are no Missouri community colleges, state colleges, or Universities in the Kansas City area 

that currently offer a respiratory care baccalaureate degree.   Furthermore, MCC has reached 

out to all area public higher education institutions, and has discovered that there are none who 

are even planning to offer such a degree.  The only Missouri public university within the Kansas 



City area is the University of Missouri Kansas City (UMKC).  An acknowledgement 

communication from the UMKC Chancellor, Dr. Mauli Agrawal is provided (Attachment C) and 

states that no local collaborative programming is possible.   It is for this reason that MCC is 

pursuing this opportunity alone.  

 

Part III:  Alignment with Blueprint for Higher Education Goals 

Attainment.  MCC would be able to provide 27 additional seats for training in the state each 

year, building to a capacity of 108 students in the program by the fourth year.   This will help 

reduce the shortfall of trained RCP’s to the projected workforce need. 

Affordability:   MCC will offer the Respiratory Care Bachelor Degree at the current per hour 

tuition rate for the district, which is a fraction of the cost of attending a university.  The cost per 

year in tuition and fees at UMKC is about $20,200 whereas the cost of a year at MCC is about 

$4,500. That is less than 1/4 of the cost of our nearest university!  In addition, MCC offers many 

opportunities for financial aid and scholarships to students, making this a financially affordable 

opportunity for students.   

Quality:   Metropolitan Community College is fully accredited by the Higher Learning 

Commission.  MCC has a Health Sciences Institute which houses the Nursing Program, Allied 

Health, and Virtual Hospital, all of which have third party accreditation.  The Respiratory Care 

program will work with the Commission on Accreditation for Respiratory Care (CoARC) for the 

baccalaureate accreditation process.  CoARC is a national leader on accreditation standards for 

Respiratory Care programs and annually reviews program information each year to determine 

ongoing compliance with their accreditation standards, policies and procedures.  MCC will also 

create and utilize and advisory committee for the program which will consist of medical 

professionals and licensed Respiratory Care Practitioners to ensure the program is current and 

relevant to the actual workforce needs.  MCC will make a commitment to hire high quality 

faculty to implement the program and will abide by CoARC standards for the program 

leadership.  MCC is committed to hiring only highly trained personnel who meet the necessary 

qualifications. Below is a listing of the qualifications for the proposed positions:   

Standard 2.02/2.08:   The Program Director (PD) and the Director of Clinical Education (DCE) 

must have at least an earned Master’s degree from an academic institution accredited by a 

regional or national accrediting agency recognized by the United States Department of 

Education.   

Standard 2.03/2.09:  The PD and DCE must                                                                                                                      

*hold a valid Registered Respiratory Therapist (RRT) credential and current state license.                                 

*have a minimum of four years’ experience as an RRT with at least two years in clinical 

respiratory care                                                                                                                                                   

*have a minimum of two years’ experience teaching either as an appointed faculty member in a 



CoARC accredited respiratory care program or as a clinical instructor/preceptor for students of 

such programs                                                                                                                                                           

*complete the CoARC key personnel training program.  

Research and Innovation:  Respiratory care organizations locally and across the nation support 

the baccalaureate degree as the entry level minimum standard citing the respiratory therapist 

should be a mid-level provider able to function as a physician extender.  Because of this, there 

is a strong demand for research to be an essential part of the Respiratory Therapist (RT) 

curriculum.  The baccalaureate program will allow time and space for this to take place. MCC 

students will be provided the necessary time and practice for learning the essential skill of 

research in the field.  The curriculum will be coordinated with educational experts and RCP’s in 

the field to ensure appropriate and relevant training, and comply with the Higher Learning 

Commission and CoARC standards.      

Investment, Advocacy and Partnerships:  MCC is uniquely positioned to meet the workforce 

demands and offer this opportunity for students successfully.  The proposed baccalaureate 

program at MCC will build upon existing relationships with area medical providers to provide 

clinical opportunities for students.  Additionally, these rich relationships with our medical 

partners will provide MCC students with opportunities to attend professional seminars taught 

by Respiratory Therapists.   Our medical partners can provide equipment and supplies to the 

program and will be important resources for faculty referrals to the program.   Healthcare 

organizations continually ask community colleges to help develop a pipeline of skilled workers.  

MCC is ready to support this effort.  There are many medical organizations who have expressed 

a willingness to support MCC in implementing the program.   Letters from Truman Medical 

Center and Children’s Mercy Hospital (Attachment D) demonstrate the energy and excitement 

of our local medical partners to support MCC efforts in this program.    

 

Part IV. Evidence of Institutional Capacity:    

Academic Quality:  MCC has been a proven educational institution for delivering high quality 

training in the medical field for many years.  At this time, there are already 20 certificate and 

degree programs offered through MCC.  These programs require a high level of reporting and 

proven, demonstrated success outcomes.  Almost all are required to have a secondary 

accreditation in addition to the regular Higher Learning Commission accreditation process.  The 

RT baccalaureate degree would meet the same rigor as the other programs and would follow 

the practices, policies and procedures which have proven success in other MCC allied health 

programs.  Additionally, the District would comply with all CoARC accreditation standards.   

The RT program would be housed at the MCC Health Services Institute (HSI), which is the 

primary home for healthcare training programs for the District.   The HSI was remodeled in 

2010 and the labs provide state-of-the-art training facilities for allied health students.  Within 

the HSI, there is an accredited Virtual Hospital.   In addition to the Virtual Hospital, there are 



other hands-on learning areas which create a simulated clinical environment where students 

use real clinical equipment and tools to practice patient care scenarios (Attachment E).  MCC 

also has well established student support systems that accompany the instructional programs.  

These include financial aid support, enrollment assistance, dedicated allied health academic 

advising, resume development, HSI computer lab and printing use, tutoring, and extensive 

library and research access.   The existing MCC partnerships with medical facilities in Kansas City 

provide excellent avenues to recruit and retain high level faculty who have expertise in 

Respiratory Care.   The curriculum for the program will be developed in cooperation with 

CoARC standards, advisory councils, RT Faculty, and experts in the RT field and will align with 

required outcomes for the degree. The graduates of this program will be prepared to practice in 

areas of research, management, and clinical and outpatient education.   

One unique aspect of the MCC proposal is that MCC has fostered a strong relationship with 

Raymond Hernandez, an RT instructor and Dean at one of the first community colleges 

successfully implement an RT Bachelor’s Degree (Skyline College).  His expertise has proven 

invaluable in assisting the District with a realistic and detailed framework in planning for a 

successful RT program at MCC.  He serves as the New Program Chair for community colleges in 

the Coalition for Baccalaureate and Graduate Respiratory Therapy Education, www.cobgrte.org, 

and has been an active Respiratory Care Practitioner and instructor for many years.   Mr. 

Hernandez will serve as an excellent resource for the District in the development of the 

program. 

 

Fiscal Stability: The college is fiscally responsible and adheres to all requirements for audits and 
for demonstrating financial stability.  The District is the oldest public institution of higher 
education in Kansas City, Missouri and was the first community college in the state.  This long 
history demonstrates the stability of the district to persevere through various world events, 
local economic disruptions, enrollment variations, natural disasters, and most recently, a global 
pandemic.  The District finances the majority of its operations through tuition and fees, the 
local property tax levy, state aid and federal programs.   For the fiscal year ending June 30, 
2019, the District has recorded the portion of its revenue by amount and percentage from 
various sources as follows: 

                        Table 1.0:  Funding Sources for Metropolitan Community College 

Source Amount Percent of 
Budget 

Property Taxes $36,500,000 27.2% 

State Revenue $30,800,000 23.0% 

Tuition and Fees $24,000,000 17.9% 

Federal Revenue $20,900,000 15.6% 

Other  $21,700,000 16.3% 

                   Total Revenue $133,900,000            100% 

http://www.cobgrte.org/


Table 1.0 highlights the balance among the district revenue sources and is another example of 
the fiscal stability of the organization.   Recently, MCC was approved for a bond issuance in the 
amount of $42,700,000.  The bond was awarded to address the programmatic needs of the 
District and to enhance the existing infrastructure.  Therefore, a portion of these funds can be 
allocated to assist the District in the development of the RT program.     

The District is also just beginning a large campaign for student scholarships and student 
programs.  Our community and alumni have long supported MCC students, and the District 
anticipates another solid showing from supporters in this next campaign cycle.   MCC has, and 
continues to maintain, a balanced budget despite recent reductions in revenue sources.  This 
demonstrates the District’s ongoing ability to maintain a healthy fiscal profile. 

 

Administrative Support:  As with all instructional programs at MCC, the organizational 
structure within the district provides a strong level of commitment needed for successful 
implementation and operation.  MCC is fully committed to the RT program.  Administration and 
staff support have been identified and will be put into place upon approval.  The table below 
identifies those employees who will support and lead the program. 

Table 2.0:  Identified Positions to Support the Program 

Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer for the MCC District 

President, Penn Valley (host campus) – Health Sciences Institute 

Vice President, Penn Valley 

Dean of Instruction and Student Services, Penn Valley 

Director of Allied Health 

Allied Health Administrative Assistant 

Director of Medical Services    

Program Coordinator of Respiratory Care (proposed) 

Respiratory Care Program Full-Time Faculty  (proposed) 

Respiratory Care Program Adjunct Faculty (proposed)  

Lab Specialist (proposed) 
 

 

 

Budget:  The district has made a commitment to support the program if approved and has 

identified fiscal and other resources for implementation and operations.  The proposed 

operational budget is identified in Table 3.0 and was developed in comparison with other 

Respiratory Care Program budgets across the nation along with MCC tuition and fee 

information.   

 



Table 3.0:  Proposed Budget for Respiratory Care Program at Metropolitan Community College 

 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 

REVENUE:     

District Resident Fee 109,782 219,564 329,346 439,128 

Program Lab Fee 10,800 21,600 32,400 43,200 

Total Revenue 120,582 241,164 361,746 482,328 

     

EXPENSES:     

Full-Time Faculty 160,000 160,000 270,000 270,000 

Part-Time Faculty   25,000 25,000 66,328 66,328 

Part-time Staff 9,000 9,000 12,000 12,000 

All Benefits 60,000 60,000 100,000 100,000 

Supplies - Instructional  12,000 12,000 7,000 7,000 

Equipment 52,000 52,000 15,000 15,000 

Dues and Membership 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Travel and Conventions 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 

Mileage  3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Total Expenses 330,000 330,000 482,328 $482,328 

     

Revenue less Expenses:    (209,418) (88,836) (120,582) 0 

 

The MCC RT program is projected to be self-sustaining by the fourth year of the program.   The 

program revenue and expenses are reflected in the table above, accounting for an additional 

cohort of 27 students each year until year four, for an eventual  total of 108 students in the 

program.     



 
Special Instructional Suites for MCC Allied Health Training 

 
In addition to the Virtual Hospital, other hands-on learning areas throughout the Health Science Institute 
create a simulated clinical environment where students use real clinical equipment and tools to practice 
patient care scenarios. 
  

• EMS suite, real-life simulators make learning as real as possible: 
                                                              i.     A real car for practicing how to remove injured patients without causing further physical 

harm 

                                                             ii.     A mock bar and convenience store for assessing and treating patients in low light, cluttered 
environments 

                                                           iii.     An ambulance bay for practice with loading patients and providing in-depth evaluation and 
treatment 

 

• Health Information Technology suite: 
                                                              i.     State-of-the-Art Electronic Health Record 

                                                             ii.     Dual-monitor work stations for coding electronic health records while using industry-
leading encoder software 

                                                           iii.     A networked scanner for creating digital medical records to bridge today’s hybrid state of 
paper and electronic records 

                                                           iv.     Studying coding and medical transcription at the HSI gives students the opportunity to 
experience remote office settings in the Home Living Suite. HIT students also work side-by-
side with clinical students to gain insight into the clinical care behind the documentation and 
data they manage. 

 

• Dental Assistant suite looks and functions just like a dental office and includes the latest in equipment, 
such as: 

                                                             i.     Six fully functional dental chairs, equipped with dental units for practicing cleaning, 
polishing, x-rays and more 

                                                            ii.     Intra oral x-ray 

                                                          iii.     Materials laboratory 

                                                          iv.     Sterilization 

                                                            v.     A panoramic x-ray machine for exposing and developing x-rays 

                                                             vi.     Ten seat computer station 

                                                           vii.     Locker room 

                                                         viii.     Consultation room 
 

• Home living suite gives students a homelike place to practice patient interaction. Students can practice 
patient skills with cooking, bathing, toileting, home management, bed mobility, ambulation, wheelchair 
mobility, interaction and more. The suite includes: 

                                                                     i.           A living room 

                                                                   ii.           A laundry area 

                                                                  iii.           A bedroom 

                                                                  iv.           A kitchen 

                                                                    v.           A bathroom 

                                                                  vi.           A home office 
 
 
 
 



 

•  Nursing suite includes: 
                                                                     i.           Twenty hospital beds with accessories for suction, oxygen and air regulators 

                                                                   ii.           Human patient simulators for practice and demonstration of skill check-off 
                                                                  iii.           Bathroom with shower 
                                                                  iv.           Electronic medication systems 

                                                                    v.           Ceiling-mounted patient transfer system 
 

            •        Occupational and Physical Therapist Assistant suite includes: 
                                                                     i.           A physical therapy gym to practice therapeutic exercises, manual techniques and 

instruction in functional skills such as walking 

                                                                   ii.           An OTA/PTA laboratory with access to computer exercise programs for simulated 
patient instruction 

                                                                  iii.           A hydrotherapy room with whirlpool 
                                                                  iv.           Wound models for training in the latest treatments in wound care 

                                                                    v.           Splinting laboratory 

                                                                  vi.           Assistive technology and low vision 
 

           •        Radiology suite includes: 
                                                                     i.           A classroom for 40 students 

                                                                   ii.           State-of-the-art x-ray machines (provided in part by a grant from the Health Care 
Foundation of Greater Kansas City) for instruction in: 

o    Radiography - both film and screen imaging 

o    Computed radiography - using phosphor plate imaging and digital conversion 
o Digital radiography - direct capture imaging 
 

• HSI's surgical technology suite gives students the ultimate practice environment, with a fully-equipped 
operating room where students can learn: 

                                                                                 i.           Sterilization techniques 

                                                                               ii.           Instrument setups 

                                                                              iii.           Vital-signs monitoring 

                                                                              iv.           Emergency assessment and treatment 
                                                                                v.           Patient-care interaction 

  
 















































10-1-20 

 
 
 
To:  The Missouri Department of Higher Education:  
 
As the Director and Principal of the Summit Technology Academy (STA) at the Missouri 
Innovation Campus in Kansas City, I am writing this letter of support for the Respiratory 
Therapy Baccalaureate degree proposal at Metropolitan Community College.    
 
STA at Missouri Innovation Campus (MIC) provides innovative educational opportunities to 
thousands of students and adults in the Greater Kansas City area with a new model for 
education in Missouri that focuses on student outcomes and workforce needs. The state-of the-
art facility provides an effective, innovative learning environment in which students will pursue 
exciting educational opportunities in areas that are in high demand while empowering and 
instilling confidence in students so that they may enjoy a successful college completion path, 
ultimately contributing to a strong Missouri economy. 
 
We already have an existing relationship with MCC in which they deliver college courses to our 
students while they are still in high school.   We pledge to partner with MCC in promoting the 
new MCC Respiratory Care program to our students as another option for post-secondary 
education.  We have a strong Allied Health preparedness program at STA and this population of 
students would provide an excellent pool of potential applicants for the MCC program. 
 
I highly support the MCC Respiratory Care Baccalaureate Degree Program and believe the 
implementation of this program will provide many students a wonderful opportunity to pursue 
a career in that field.   
 
Respectfully, 

 
Jeremy Bonnesen, Ed.D. 
STA Director/Principal 

816-986-3414 

sta.lsr7.org 

  

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__sta.lsr7.org_administration-2Ddirector-2Dprincipal_&d=DwMFaQ&c=b5_CrXig5FnTe8dfmADGzQ&r=dNZLWj88ni4UcQRm87F7r3KxdJ7nL6B0D5F_LTLAluw&m=pwINhC59621OYnlYwr2e-Wp9zayRFOlXuzJDov-OpVQ&s=qt94d12nAlbIBW2sTtnw3H0wM2P_XXYRJV1yp9QmQn8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__sta.lsr7.org_administration-2Ddirector-2Dprincipal_&d=DwMFaQ&c=b5_CrXig5FnTe8dfmADGzQ&r=dNZLWj88ni4UcQRm87F7r3KxdJ7nL6B0D5F_LTLAluw&m=pwINhC59621OYnlYwr2e-Wp9zayRFOlXuzJDov-OpVQ&s=qt94d12nAlbIBW2sTtnw3H0wM2P_XXYRJV1yp9QmQn8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__sta.lsr7.org&d=DwMFaQ&c=b5_CrXig5FnTe8dfmADGzQ&r=dNZLWj88ni4UcQRm87F7r3KxdJ7nL6B0D5F_LTLAluw&m=pwINhC59621OYnlYwr2e-Wp9zayRFOlXuzJDov-OpVQ&s=WACP6_aMTwGsiyM8Paj-c8rsM_KBBHbVk_s9Upe5Zxs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__sta.lsr7.org_&d=DwMFaQ&c=b5_CrXig5FnTe8dfmADGzQ&r=dNZLWj88ni4UcQRm87F7r3KxdJ7nL6B0D5F_LTLAluw&m=pwINhC59621OYnlYwr2e-Wp9zayRFOlXuzJDov-OpVQ&s=3IJL3ToQR_97gS1rUXew2pPe1uo0VYbWI0S9KrKDpMU&e=


Agrawal, Mauli <agrawalcm@umkc.edu> 
Mon 9/28/2020 1:45 PM 
To:  Beatty, Kimberly 
Cc: Gochis,Suzanne M;,  Lundgren, Jennifer  
 
 
 
 
Dear Chancellor Beatty, 
  
Thank you for your note.  At this point in time, UMKC does not intend to offer a Bachelor’s 
degree in Respiratory Therapy and will not be able to partner with your school in developing 
such a degree program. I will be happy to provide a letter to this effect if this e-mail does not 
suffice. 
  
CMA 
  
C. Mauli Agrawal, Ph.D. 
Chancellor 
The University of Missouri, Kansas City 
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Tab 17 Attachment G 
Metropolitan Community College Phase I Criteria Review 

 
Respiratory Therapy Review  

Statutory Criteria 
For community colleges proposing to offer a bachelor’s degree, the following additional criteria is 
required, as outlined in  § 163.191(1), RSMo: 
Criterion Criteria Met/Not Met 
The level of education required in a field for accreditation or licensure 
increases to the baccalaureate degree level or, in the case of applied 
bachelor's degrees, the level of education required for employment in a 
field increases to that level, AND 

Met. 
Program expansion is no 
longer allowed within the RT 
profession.  Submitted 
September 2020.  

When doing so would not unnecessarily duplicate an existing program, 
collaboration with a university is not feasible or the approach is not a 
viable means of meeting the needs of students and employers, AND 

Met. 
Letter received from UMKC 
declining opportunity to 
collaborate. No other programs 
in the area.    

The institution has the academic and financial capacity to offer the 
program in a high-quality manner. 

Met. 
Evidence of cost and capacity 
submitted for review.  
   

Elements of a Complete Proposal for Comprehensive Review. A complete proposal includes the 
following, as outlined in 6 CSR 10-4.010:  
Evidence of good faith effort to explore the feasibility of collaboration 
with other institutions whose mission or service region encompasses the 
proposed program. At a minimum, this will include letters from the chief 
academic officers of both the proposing institution and other institutions 
involved in exploring the feasibility of collaboration attesting to the 
nature of the discussions and explaining why collaboration in this 
instance is not feasible; 

Met. 
 

Evidence that the offering institution is contributing substantially to the 
CBHE’s Blueprint for Higher Education as adopted on February 4, 2016, 
pursuant to section 173.020(4), RSMo, and is committed to advancing 
the goals of that plan; 
Evidence of institutional capacity to launch the program in a high-quality 
manner, including: 
  

• An external review conducted by a team including faculty 
experts in the discipline to be offered and administrators from 
institutions already offering programs in the discipline and at the 
degree level proposed. 

Met. 
More detail to be provided as 
part of Phase II. An external 
review team will be established 
to assist with review of the 
Phase II proposal.  
 
Evidence provided supporting 
contribution to Blueprint for 
Higher Education in September 
2020.  
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• The review must include an assessment of the offering 
institution’s capacity to offer the new program in terms of 
general, academic, and student service support, including 
faculty resources that are appropriate for the program being 
proposed (e.g. faculty credentials, use of adjunct faculty, and 
faculty teaching workloads); 

Met.  
More detail to be provided as 
part of Phase II.  
 

• A comprehensive cost/revenue analysis summarizing the actual 
costs for the program and information about how the institution 
intends to fund and sustain the program; 

Met. 
A cost/revenue analysis was 
provided for Phase I, to be 
expanded upon as part of 
Phase II.  

• Evidence indicating there is sufficient student interest and 
capacity to support the program, and, where applicable, 
sufficient capacity for students to participate in clinical or other 
external learning requirements, including library resources, 
physical facilities, and instruction equipment; and 

Met. 
Some evidence submitted 
regarding institutional capacity. 
More detail to be provided as 
part of Phase II.  
 

 
• Where applicable, a description of accreditation requirements 

for the new program and the institution’s plans for seeking 
accreditation; and 

Met. 
Some evidence submitted as 
part of Phase I. More detail to 
be provided as part of Phase II.  
 

Evidence that the proposed program is needed, including: 
• Documentation demonstrating that the program does not 

unnecessarily duplicate other programs in the applicable 
geographic area, as described in subsection (9)(C) of this rule; 

Met. 
More detail to be provided as 
part of Phase II.  
 

• A rigorous analysis demonstrating a strong and compelling 
workforce need for the program, which might include data from 
a credible source, an analysis of changing program 
requirements, the current and future workforce, and other needs 
of the state, and letters of support from local or regional 
businesses indicating a genuine need for the program; and 

Met. 
Some information submitted as 
part of Phase I. Additional 
detail to be provided as part of 
the market analysis submitted 
as part of Phase II.  

• A clear plan to meet the articulated workforce need, including: 
o Aligning curriculum with specific knowledge and 

competencies needed to work in the field(s) or 
occupation(s) described in the workforce need analysis 
in part (II) of this subparagraph; 

o Providing students with external learning experiences to 
increase the probability that they will remain in the 
applicable geographic area after graduation; and 

o A plan for assessing the extent to which the new 
program meets that need when implemented. 

Met. 
More detail to be provided as 
part of Phase II. 
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